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Encyclopedia Eldoria From a speech made by the Prophet Samroth, concerning the discovery of

the Books of Law. "It is written that at the Dawn of Time the Gods dwelled in the world and imparted

much of their wisdom to the wise amongst the mortal races. Then the Gods left Enshar to walk

amongst the stars and they left the Darvinor, ranked highest amongst the Elven folk, as their

custodians. But the Darvinor were hungry for knowledge that was kept from mortal races and they

led the children of Enshar away from the enlightenment of the Gods and so brought down the

Darktime upon them all." For an age of unaccounted years, utter chaos engulfed the world and all

that was learned was lost. Then hope was rekindled in the form of the legendary Books of Law,

three great tomes that contained the lost beliefs and rituals of the twenty-seven religions that had

existed before the Darktime. The scattered tribes of the Humans were united in the northern

continent of Eldoria and a new enlightened era began, the Age of the Redemption. Two thousand

years have passed since the discovery of the Books of Law and the nations of Men now dominate

Eldoria, from the frigid realm of Char-Endl, to the exotic desert lands of the Theocracy of Y'sira.

They have unlocked the secrets of steel and stone but their ascendancy has been very different

than our own world. For in Eldoria, Man has also learned the secrets of Magic, resulting in a reliance

on arcane power that has retarded the emergence of science. Combined with the suspicion and

secrecy that the abundance of religious institutions apply to any new discoveries, Man has

remained locked in a quasi-medieval level of technology. Yet Man is not alone in Eldoria. The

Dwarven Stonekin once dwelled in mines beneath the great mountain ranges, but for many

centuries they have been abandoning their old ways and coming to live amongst the cities of Men

(though their elders still tell tales of ancient glory). And in the east, the Leezari Elves have recently

emerged from a self-imposed isolation from before the Darktime, seeking allies to help them in their

eternal war against the Goblinkynd of Ahr-Ganiz. Civilisations have arisen, empires have come and

gone but the temples of the Gods remain constant, involving everyone in their rivalries and

machinations. Political intrigue is almost a sport amongst the clergy and a talented individual can

keep their purse full by serving the many and varied clandestine causes of the twenty-seven

priesthoods. Yet far from the great cities, there are still places that remain untouched in the modern

world, such as the great forests of Llanish Highlands, the impenetrable jungles of Po-Ka or the

Outlands, where magic is weak and inconstant. Great fortunes lie in wait for those bold enough to

journey there to uncover the relics and treasures of the past. Eldoria is the new d20 campaign

setting from Comstar Publishing; an immersive world of angerous liaisons, mystery and expeditions

down dungeons deep. Adventure awaits.. Contains: - A unique mythos - Fully detailed background



history - Descriptions of realms and cultures - New items and monsters to include in any campaign
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This one-of-a-kind work, "Encyclopedia Eldoria" by Keith Done, is an exemplar par exellance of

finest role play game resources -- even being artistically beautiful via fine fonts, charts and

illustrations. It can be easily blended with diverse role play game variants due to its truely

encyclopedic format of extremely well organized sections that are mostly descriptive -- and very

descriptive indeed. The author and artists have created a beautifully balanced and consistant

presentation of this magical world -- that is rational in the fullest sense via harmonic ratios between

the various aspects of Eldoria. Mostly overtly a fanstastical setting, Eldoria is even adaptable to

science fictional gaming -- due to some covertly implied ancient and current technology and artifacts

-- as well as the just remarked upon rational harmony."Encyclopedia Eldoria" is so well crafted that it

is almost like a quality academic concise summary of the world and magic of Eldoria -- except in

being much more artistically enhanced than usual. These are well presented via four main sections

concerning religion, history, geography and miscellany. The various races, beings and creatures

complement one another well. Explanation of the aspects of Eldorian magic is the best I have seen

-- based on the Arcane Science of Tas ["The Force"]. Yet such Tas-based magic is well moderated

via other ways of venturing and adventuring such as warrior and seafaring skills and items -- as well

as ancient and current cultural and natural limitation. Religion, wizardry, sorcery and druidry are in

mutual balance with various factions in intrigue. Local history, current events and persons of interest



complete Eldorian manifold natural role play game hooks. The world of Eldoria is wonderful to

venture into via this work of Eldoria +++

This is a very, very detailed world with many interesting features. The arwork is also of a high

standard. The author has put a great deal of thought into religion, gods, races, culture etc. of this

world. A great addition to any role-playing library. FANTASTIC world to play in.
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